
8:00 am–8:30 am Check-in and Continental Breakfast      Lobby

8:30 am–9:00 am Welcome & Introductions        RM 135 A/C

9:00 am–10:15 am Sherri L. Smith / Award-Winning Author      RM 135 A/C 
   Upcycling Story
    Have you ever seen a piece of furniture at a yard sale or on the side of the road and thought,  

with a little paint and some new fabric, that could be beautiful? Have you ever heard a story  
or a line of conversation that, with a little narrative elbow grease, would make a great book?  
Sherri L. Smith talks about the art of upcycling life into engaging stories. With examples from  
her own work, she’ll point out the best flea markets, yard sales, and tips on making those  
underappreciated diamonds in the rough shine.

10:15 am–10:30 am Break

10:30 am–11:30 am  Workshop A 
A1 T.S. Ferguson / Editor, Harlequin Teen     RM 135 A/C 
Write & Publish Responsibly

    With an increased emphasis on the importance of diversity in publishing and writing for marginal-
ized readers, it’s important to make sure you’re writing not only your best book, but the least  
problematic book you can. In this presentation, I won’t be talking about how to write diverse  
characters, but instead about several other things you should be thinking about before and while 
you’re writing inclusively for teens.

   A2 Alexandra Weiss / Assoc. Agent, The Jennifer De Chiara   RM 155 
   Literary Agency 
   Writers & Water Bears
    Water bears, otherwise known as tardigrades or moss piglets, are one of the most resilient  

creatures in the universe. Water bears can survive the vacuum of space, the sulfuric walls of 
a volcano, the deep depths of the ocean, and a stampede of animals without blinking an eye. 
While writers will (hopefully) never find themselves in any of those situations, they will experience 
rejection, crushed dreams, and hopelessness during their journey to becoming an author. But it’s 
the writers that are as resilient as the mighty water bear that succeed in the end. It’s the ones who 
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never give up, who continue to grow and learn, and pursue their goal at whatever cost. During 
this presentation, Associate Literary Agent Alexandra Weiss will discuss the highs and lows of 
the publishing industry and how writers can look to the water bear for inspiration when times get 
rough. During this unique, uplifting, and somewhat silly talk, writers will gain a better understanding 
of what it takes to be a writer outside of talent, how to benefit from criticism, and remain positive 
throughout it all. There will be a brief Q&A at the end of the presentation.

11:30 am–12:45 pm Lunch (Bookstore will be available.)

12:45 pm–1:45 pm Mike Curato / Award-Winning Author-Illustrator      RM 135 A/C 
   What’s It All About? Finding Truth in Your Storytelling
    Why do we make books? What is the point in telling a story? Mike Curato shares his answers  

to these questions by talking about vulnerability, emotional intelligence, and...dessert.

1:45 pm–2:45 pm Workshop B 
   B1 Danielle Carnito / Art Director, Lerner Publishing Group   RM 135 A/C 
   Keeping Your Eyes Open: Recognizing & Overcoming Some  
   Easy—or Not So Easy—Concerns in Children’s Book Art
	 	 	 	Some	pitfalls	in	children’s	book	art	are	easy	to	recognize.	Say	for	instance	the	text	says	‘the	 

donkey’s	white	tail,’	and	the	donkey’s	tail	in	the	art	is	clearly	not	white.	But	what	about	some	hard-
er to spot elements? Join Danielle as she discuss some less obvious (for many) concerns in art 
from ranging from compositional, to pacing, to bias in art—and, tips on avoiding them.

   B2 PAL Share Panel        RM 155
   	This	first	of	our	Published	Authors	(PAL)	Share	Panels	gives	our	published	authors	an	opportunity	

to	give	back	some	of	what	they’ve	learned	on	their	journey	to	those	who	are	waiting	to	get	though	
that illusive door. Five PAL members of all backgrounds will answer questions about “getting 
through the door,” staying involved, helping others, favorite pieces of advice, and personal visions 
of the future. A subsequent panel series throughout the upcoming year will present PAL members 
sharing	craft	expertise	and	any	little	secret	they	can	think	of	to	offer	a	helping	hand	and	pay	back.	
Drop	in	to	the	launch	of	this	panel	series	and	give	us	feedback	on	what	you’d	like	to	hear	from	it	in	
the future. PAL books will be sold after this session. The members of our kickoff panel are Molly 
Beth Griffn, David LaRochelle, Miriam McNamara, and Marcie Rendon. It will be moderated by 
Cynthia Surrisi.

2:45 pm–3:00 pm Break (Bookstore will be available) 

3:00 pm–4:00 pm   Book Signing & Portfolio Showcase*      Lobby/Rm 156

4:00 pm–5:00 pm Phyllis Root / Award-Winning Author      RM 135 A/C 
   Rhyme, Rhythm, Repetition: Tools to Enhance  
   Emotional Resonance in Picture Books

5:00 pm–5:30 pm    Closing Remarks, Mentorship Announcements, & Door Prizes  RM 135 A/C
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